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WMA 1994.002.0002 

Vase 

Artist unknown 

ca. 3500 BCE 

Marble 

 

 

Artifact Information: 

 This jar/vase is Egyptian in style.  Many examples of this form in both stone and 

ceramic, characterized by both shape and pierced/drilled lug handles at the shoulder.  

Examples of this form in both ceramic and stone begin in the Naqada II period of pre-dynastic 

egypt ca. 3,500 B.C., however this piece is probably a bit later.  

  



WMA 10.0865 

Kapper (sheik-el-Beled) 

Artist unknown 

ca. 2700 BCE 

Sculpture– Plaster Cast 

 

 

 

History: 

The original wooden statue was found in a tomb at Sakkara and is now in the Cairo Museum.  

Discovered in 1860, it was named "Sheik" by workers who thought it resembled their mayor.  

It dates to Dynasty V, and depicts Ka-aper, the chief lector priest.  His role was to recite 

prayers for the dead in their temples and funerary chapels. 

  



WMA 10.0066 

Ushabti (Shawabti) 

Artist unknown 

Date unknown 

Ceramic/terra cotta 

 

 

General Ushabti Information: 

Ushabtis are found in funerary context, they were included in the funeral equipment in order to be the 
servants for the deceased in the afterlife. Ushabtis are associated with Chapter six of the Book of the 
Dead, which many times is inscribed onto the ushabti.  

O ushabti, allotted to me, if I be summoned or if I be detailed to do any work which has to be 
done in the god’s domain, if indeed obstacles are implanted for you therewith as a man at his 
duties, you shall detail yourself for me on every occasion of making arable the fields, of flooding 
the banks, or of conveying sand from east to west; “Here am I,” you shall say. (Mudloff) 

The chapter is the deceased summoning the ushabti to carry out heavy manual tasks in the afterlife for 
them. 

  



WMA 1912.0001 

Ushabti (Shawabti) 

Artist Unknown 

10th Century BCE 

Ceramic/Stone 

 

Description: 

 Small green figure with crossed arms 
holding to hoes. All the details are painted on with a brown-red ink. The face has eyes painted on but a 
nose and mouth are not included. A single column of hieroglyphics is written down the lower half of the 
figure. On the back are the rest of the knotted headband and a pouch that is slung like a backpack.  

Cultural Significance: 

 The 21st and 22nd Dynasties (1069-775 BCE) were during the third intermediate period. The 21st 
Dynasty marks the beginning of the third intermediate which comprised of 21st to 25th Dynasties 
spanning a 400 year period (Shaw 324). The third intermediate was a period of political fragmentation 
and reemergence of local government power centers (324).  

Ushabtis were mass-produced in faience, pottery or clay, and were either in a mummy or reis 
form during the third intermediate period. Generally the former hold two hoes with a bag slung centrally 
at the back. Ushabtis of the period usually wear a lappet wig with seshed headband knotted behind.  
Details and inscriptions are most often painted only, the text being a single column in front which is 
usually just the name of Osiris and their title (www.digitalegypt.ucl.ac.uk). 

  



WMA 1912.0002  

Ushabti (Shawabti) 

Artist unknown 

7th Century BCE 

Ceramic/Stone 

 

Description: 

 Small figure with arms crossed holding a pick and seed bag which is slung over the shoulder. All 
details are craved including the facial features. The figure wears the plaited Osirian beard. Written 
down the lower half or the body is a single column of hieroglyphics.  

 

Cultural Significance: 

 This 26th Dynasty ushabti is from Thebes. The 26th Dynasty is also known as the Saite Dynasty. 
During the Saite Dynasty other forms of ushabtis were abandoned and the mummiform ushabti became 
common.  Ushabtis during this time were glazed faience. The standard was a mummiform with plaited 
Osirian beard. One of the two hoes is replaced by a pick, and instead of the basket carried on the back 
there is a small seed-bag slung over one shoulder (www.digitalegypt.ucl.ac.uk).   

  



WMA 1991.29 

Egyptian Sarcophagus Lid 

Saite Dynasty, 26th Dynasty  

(715-332 BCE) 

 

  

Description:  

 It is the top half of a wooden sarcophagus lid. The deceased male is wearing a blue and 
white striped headdress, lappet (tripartite) wig with a scarab at the top. The male is wearing the 
plaited Osirian beard. Has an elaborately patterned collar.  

 

Cultural Significance: 

 The anthropoid coffin was first introduced during the Middle Kingdom. The anthropoid 
coffin suggests mummy wearing a head mask and a beaded collar.  This type of coffin served as “a 
substitute body for the spirit, in the mummy perish, and to reinforce the divine status of the 
deceased and his identification with Osiris” (Quirke 104).  In the 26th Dynasty the wooden 
mummiform (anthropoid) coffin reappeared and the painting on the lid include goddess Nut, 
deceased’s judgment before Osiris or Ra and other protective deities, and inscriptions from the 
Book of the Dead.  These images would be found on the lost lower half of the sarcophagus.  

  



WMA 1912.0003  

Scarab 

Artist unknown 

Ca. 1479-1425 BCE 

Ceramic/Faience Glaze 

 

Description:  

 Deep-green faience scarab-beetle. There is a large chip on the head of the scarab. Has a hole 
drilled between the forelegs and the hind legs of the beetle. Hieroglyphics are located on the underside.  

 

Cultural Significance:   

 The remarks included with this object at the Wright Museum said, Thutmose III (18th Dynasty, 
1479-1425 BCE) and then they stated Thutmose’s Son of Ra title which is Men-kheper-re. The glyphs 
located on the back of the scarab read: Amun-Re. The deity of Amun-Re was created in the New 
Kingdom, in which the 18th Dynasty is located. Amun-Re is a combination of Amun, the patron deity of 
Thebes, and sun god Re. This combination was most likely a result of a political alliance.  

  



Description:  

 Carved steatite scarab.  On the underside 
are hieroglyphics and a drilled hole from the 
forelegs to the hind legs. 

 

Cultural Significance: 

 This scarab has been previously ascribed 
to “Men-kan-re, 3766BC.” However, by assuming 
that this scarab dates to Pharaoh Men-kau-re, the 
fifth pharaoh of the 4th Dynasty, it more 
accurately dates to 2532-2503BCE. Menkaure 
built the 3rd and last pyramid located on the Giza 
Plateau. The glyphs located are the feminine tn 
for ‘this’ and iqrt is the feminine for of ‘excellent.’   

  

WMA 1912.0005  

Scarab 

Artist unknown 

Date Uncertain 

Soapstone Carving   



WMA 19 12.0004 

Scarab   

Artist unknown 

Ca. 1479-1425 BCE 

Soapstone Carving 

 

Description: 

 A carved steatite (soapstone) scarab and color green-blue that is worn off in some places. On 
the underside are hieroglyphics and a drilled hole from the forelegs to the hind legs. 

 

Cultural Significance:  

 Also, the remarks are the same as 12.3 object, the scarab also was manufactured during 
Thutmose III’s reign. On the glyphs located on the underside are the Son of Re name, Re-Men-
Kheper, which would be spoken as: Men-kheper-re. In the glyphs the reason the Re comes first 
because of honorific transposition, Re or any name of the god is written first as to give respect to the 
god.  Also the kheper glyph has a maat feather, ‘voice of truth,’ on both sides. 

 

  



  

WMA 1941.0001  

Bronze Plumed Sun Disk 

Artist unknown 

Bronze 

 

 

Significance 

The files states that this is a sun disk flanked by 2 serpents and set in a pair of outspread wings, a 

symbol of the sun god Ra.  However, it bears more resemblance to  the headdress of Hathor, the 

celestial cow goddess.  What are taken to be snakes could in fact be her horns holding the sun disk. 

Donor's husband graduated from Beloit College in 1889. 



WMA 1987.0014  

“Man on Horseback 

with a Falcon” 

(Julian the Hospitaller?) 

Artist unknown 

Ca. 200-641 CE 

Cotton Textile 

 

Description: 

This piece dates to the Coptic period of Egypt.  It depicts a man on horseback, carrying a falcon. 

Significance: 

This fragment of cotton dates from the Coptic Period of Egypt .  It depicts a man on horseback with a 

falcon, who is perhaps Julian the Hospitaller.  Also called Julian the Poor, he is a saint in the Roman 

Catholic Church.  His tale is much like that from the Athenian tragedy of Oedipus, who was foretold to 

one day kill his father and marry his mother.  A stag Julian was hunting prophesized that he would kill 

his parents, so he and his wife moved away.  However, they found him while he was out and his wife 

offered them their bed.  On his return, Julian thought them for his wife and another man, and killed 

them, fulfilling the prophecy.  He gets his name because, while on pilgrimage to Rome to seek 

absolution, he built a small hospice to care for the sick.  One day, Julian offered his bed to a deathly ill 

leper, who turned out to be an angel.  Christ had accepted his penance and forgiven him for his sin. 

  


